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The year 1998 might again be called as the "Comet Year". The rain of bolides expected in the sky
resembles pictures of DNA damages in shapes, numbers, mysterious processes and sometimes challenges to
detect them. It was in this year that we detected, in a fluorescent light under the microscope, another "shinning
star" a long time expected translocation induced by neutrons and then transferred to its glitter through
fluorescence in situ hybridization technic.

The year was filled in with measurements and brought plenty of scientific events that are partly reflected
in the following pages; strong will and hard work to maintain research standards equal to technologically
advanced partners in Europe and in other parts of the World; the USA, Sth Korea. We mainly devoted the year
1998 to the activities concerning our basic research, and requirements and expectations of various Committees
in the issues of three research projects.

We gather results on genotoxicity of pesticides, occupational exposures, and also the importance of life
styles as factors affecting the levels of damage induced in human cells. We have also succeeded to go faster
with modernization of our methodology by transferring the single cell "Comet Assay" to the routine work for
the analysis of DNA damage induced by UV and X-rays radiation and for the studies on individual variability
in the damage repair capacity.

On January 13th we installed a new powerful RTG machine. Polish Atomic Energy supported this
investment. And this was really the meaningful celebration of 100 anniversary of the discovery of
POLONIUM and RADIUM. So, now, before a new therapeutic tool will be used in routine applications for
radiotherapy, we with our new beautiful and powerful roentgen machine are deeply involved in the exploration
of the strength of radiotherapeutic efficiency of sources and schedules.

With the use of gene mutations in TSH -assay, we have finally established good dose response curves for
californium 252 neutrons from KAERI source. The third part of our effort concerns an application of different
radiation sources for clinical cancer therapy. In cooperation with dr Jacek Capala we have done experiments
on Medical Research Reactor in Brookhaven Laboratory. We have also introduced a COMET assay in their
laboratory. This is an excellent feeling when both cooperating sides may benefit from co-operation.

The year 1998 was also very attractive in the sense of many interesting visits to our Department. AH of
them we enjoyed a lot. We were honored to host Dr Diana Anderson from BIBRA International, Carshalton,
UK. We are happy to see that her visits have become a tradition so much profitable for both
our friendship and programs.

The end of the year was equally touching as the beginning when X-ray machine had arrived, at the
beginning of December, I won myself, a prize from the International Mutagenesis Society for the outstanding
presentation; on the 3rd International Conference of Mutagenesis in Human Populations. I really respect both,
working issue of the Conference "Understanding Gene and Environmental Interactions for Disease Prevention"
and a prize itself (Five-year-subscription of International Journal of Environmental and Molecular
Mutagenesis). Whoop!

I am proud of myself and of the people in my Department!!
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